The Defining Success Project
Workshop
Gary A. McAbee

The Defining Success
workshop is based on
the concept of using
success keywords…
This workshop teaches how to
master some of the common
traits of successful people
who…
•

have their own idea of
success.

The Defining Success Workshop is designed for people who expect that their dreams of
being successful will become reality regardless of their current situation. Most people
dream about being successful, but few are aware of the steps one must take to make
dreams become reality.

•

are strategic planners and
goal setters.

•

hold on to their dreams at
all costs.

Achievement is based on following a step-by-step plan to see positive results. The first
step in this process is gaining an understanding of the meaning of success and its
components. The Defining Success workshop presents each of these components, one
success keyword at a time, to help people master the techniques of becoming successful.

•

pay for success through
hard work, commitment,
and service.

•

surround themselves with
positive, like minded
people.

•

visualize and expect their
success before it happens.

To teach these principles, this workshop can be customized for your group to discuss any
of Gary’s defining success keywords. At the end of this workshop, the participants will be
able to apply these success strategies immediately and see progress and results. Some of
the concepts of this seminar include:

-Setting goals

-Seeking opportunity

-Developing character

-Finding your passion

-Creating luck

-Applying knowledge

-Overcoming fear

-Sharpening focus

-Becoming an expert

-Building enthusiasm

-Keeping integrity

-Achieving victory

For more information about The Defining Success Project workshop, contact Gary
today…
Email: gary@motivationfortheworld.com
Twitter: @McAbeeGary
Facebook: Author Gary McAbee
Phone: (201) 522-9710
Website: www.motivationfortheworld.com

Gary A. McAbee created
Motivation for the World,
which is the platform for his
motivational speaking and
writing. He is the proud author
of two self-help books: Wake
Up! 42 Ways to Improve Black
America Now! and Rise Up! 42
Additional Ways to Improve
Black America Now!

Motivation for
the World: One
person at a time!

